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Letter from new Editor in Chief
AppliedMathematics Lettershas a newEditor in Chief, a newEditorial Board and anewAims and Scope. AMLwill now focus
more closely on short papers that address significant problems in appliedmathematics, with less attention to mathematical
theory that has potential application to research in applied mathematics. The journal will also be applying higher standards
in accepting papers for publication. The editor will be looking for results that are of significant interest to the many of the
journal’s readers, not narrowly specialized research. Accompanying these higher standards, the editor will substantially
reduce the time it takes to review and publish submissions so that AML will truly be a rapid publication journal.
The journal will also start publishing short Research Announcements by well-established researchers. These
Announcements will summarize important results in longer papers that have been recently submitted to a leading applied
mathematics journal where it could take two years for publication. The Announcements will appear within three months
and normally be available online in one month.
Alan Tucker, the new Editor in Chief of Applied Mathematics Letters, has been a professor in the Department of Applied
Mathematics and Statistics at SUNY-Stony Brook since 1970. Besides being a past AML editorial board member, he has
served on several other editorial boards including the Notices of the A.M.S. He is a Fellow of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science. He has been a member of advisory committees of NSF, Nat. Acad. Sci. and Nat. Acad. of Eng. He
has chaired the Publication Committee of the Mathematical Association of America and received its Trevor Evans Award for
expository writing.
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